Chapter 4
Confinement of Pregnant Women
for Protection of Unborn

Introduction

In the USA and UK, since a long time there has been a demand and inclination amongst law enforcement agencies, Legislature, Judiciary and medical men to punish women for their actions during pregnancy which may affect the foetus they’re carrying.\(^{338}\)

One of the hopes behind any such demand or effort is to gain legal recognition for foetal rights. As an obvious outcome, this recognition would require PW to restrict their lifestyles (couched in a number of rights) in favour of the foetus. In the western world, especially the USA, and UK to some extent, the medical personnel have already started employing tough measures against PW if they tend to jeopardise the health of the foetus. They seek court orders to force pregnant women to undergo caesarean sections or other medical procedures.

Some advocates of foetal rights have argued that children should be able to sue their mothers for pre-natal injuries caused by substance abuse. Infact, in cases where infants have been tested positive and died soon after birth, women have been charged with homicide or foeticide.\(^{339}\) Insofar as conviction is concerned, the Supreme Court of South Carolina, USA upheld the prosecution of a PW for ingesting crack cocaine during the third trimester of her

---


\(^{339}\) For instance, People v Jones No. 93-5, Reporter’s Transcript (California Juvenile Court, Siskiyou Cty July 28 1993)(dismissing homicide charges against woman whose newborn died allegedly as a result of pre-natal drug use, finding that legislative history did not support application of murder statute to foetus’s death).
pregnancy.\textsuperscript{340} The court held that a viable foetus was a child within the meaning of the state’s child endangerment statute. The court defined a viable foetus as one that was capable of independent life apart from the mother.

Gone are the days when womb was thought to be a safe haven for foetal development. Since pregnancy involves considerable hardships for women in terms of lifestyle alteration, medication etc, some of them choose not to alter the same. Some others, addicted to alcohol and/or drugs or lifestyle of thrill and adventure, inadvertently end up threatening the life of the unborn. The proliferers and the advocates of legal personality for the foetus see it as an infringement of the latter’s right by the would-be mother and brand objectionable behaviour as ‘foetal abuse’ by the mother. This is projected as not only moral debasement on part of the mother but also prosecutable behaviour in Criminal or Tort law when it results in damage or death to the unborn.

Infact, some researchers have concluded that the standard of care expected to be displayed, and rightly so, by a PW is very high and hence life-style decisions that ignore the impact of behaviour on the foetus are ethically and perhaps even criminally suspect.\textsuperscript{341}

‘Foetal abuse’ cases involve pre-birth injury as it affects a live newborn when the woman chooses to carry the pregnancy to term despite knowledge of a potentially preventable defect earlier in the pregnancy [triggered mostly by substance abuse on part of the PW]. This literature has given rise to the term ‘maternal-foetal conflict,’ the notion that there may exist a conflict of interest between a

\textsuperscript{340} Whitner \textit{v} South Carolina 492 SE 2d 777 (1997) 523, cert. denied. Since conviction rate for foetal abuse by a PW is minimal, Whitner stands out as a judgement which indicates that criminal conviction of PW for objectionable behaviour during pregnancy that poses a risk of harm to the foetus, is a possibility.

woman and the foetus she is carrying.\textsuperscript{342}

\textbf{Concept of Maternal Foetal Conflict}

As per Rosamund Scott,

\begin{quote}
[M]aternal foetal conflict concerns two main senses in which a PW may cause pre-natal harm. First, she may refuse medical treatment, caesarean or other surgery...Second, aspect of her daily life may be detrimental to the well-being of her unborn child such as smoking, consumption of alcohol or drug taking or for that matter failure to take care in crossing a road.\textsuperscript{343}
\end{quote}

It has been studied that toxic environmental substances and even small amounts of alcohol, caffeine, and marijuana ingested during pregnancy particularly in the early stages seem to have deleterious effects on the developing embryo. It is a known fact that cocaine use during pregnancy increases the risk of crib death by a factor of at least ten. It may also enhance the foetus’ risk of stroke both in the womb and shortly after birth. Alcohol consumption by pregnant women may cause a variety of birth defects, including mental deficiency, growth deficiency, facial malformation, and nervous system dysfunction.\textsuperscript{344} Pathologists have asserted that maternal use of cocaine had caused placental abruption (premature placental separation from the wall of the uterus), resulting in oxygen deprivation, brain swelling, and death.\textsuperscript{345}

Though most PW would like to see the pregnancy through ensuring the best health for their unborn, there is a small
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percentage\textsuperscript{346} for whom circumstances are not so conducive. As Joseph Losco and Mark Shublak put,

[M]ost women willingly take precautions against harming the foetus; therefore, most of the literature on maternal-foetal conflict concentrates on the very small number of cases in which the women have apparently ignored or chosen not to heed warnings from medical personnel regarding behavioural choices that placed the health of the foetus in jeopardy.\textsuperscript{347}

\textbf{Confinement of Women for Protection of Foetuses}

The conflict between the rights of women and unborn take an ugly turn when one speaks of confinement of women for protection of their foetuses. The very thought seems perverse because we delve into the negative aspect of the rights discourse—rights are in modern times used as weapon to correct moral depravity. The relationship between the mother and her foetus, particularly the aspect of maternal care towards the unborn is more a matter of course than ‘rights’.

However, there have been cases, particularly in the US and the UK where the so called ‘foetal rights’ (the expression has been popularised to create the illusion as if foetus is a legal person with rights; though it is far from such recognition) have been used against the PW when such maternal care does not result as a default of the pregnant condition. So much so that in the US, the Judges in certain cases have resorted to forcible custody of the woman and hospital confinement to compel pregnant women to access pre-natal care or to agree to their doctors directions regarding medical treatment for the benefit of foetal health.

In the UK too, the situation is no different. The 1987 case of

\textsuperscript{346} Perhaps negligible in India considering the socio-cultural atmosphere and the sacred value attached to pregnancy and birthing process.

\textsuperscript{347} Joseph Losco and Mark Shublak, ‘Paternal-Foetal Conflict: An Examination of Paternal Responsibilities to the Foetus’ (Feb 1994) 13(1) Politics and the Life Sciences 64.
Angela Carder, a 27-year-old woman who had cancer that had gone into remission but recurred during her pregnancy, brought these issues to a head. Fully competent, Carder made clear that she wanted everything possible done to save her life. However, during the 25th week of gestation, it became clear that Carder was dying. George Washington University Medical Centre, where she was a patient, tried to insist upon an early caesarean section delivery in order to save her foetus. She refused the intervention, which was nearly certain to kill her, with the support of her family, husband, and doctors, but the hospital obtained a court order and forced the delivery. Both Carder and her extremely premature baby survived the operation only very briefly. In 1990, the D.C. Court of Appeals posthumously vacated the court-ordered caesarean section, holding that Carder had the right to make health care decisions for herself and her foetus, and that only in the most exceptional circumstances should a PW’s right to refuse interventions be called into question.348

**Ways of Regulating PWs Conduct**

Regulation of PW’s conduct during pregnancy takes a number of forms viz-direct intervention, either through forced medical treatment or preventive detention; criminal prosecution; civil penalties/tort liability.

**A. Direct Intervention:** In such cases the court, loosely speaking, assumes locus standi and acting on behalf of the foetus, orders bodily intervention because those seeking intervention (mostly physicians) believe that some act or omission on the part of the PW places the foetus at risk. Starting from the earliest version of court-ordered blood transfusions349 to forced caesarean sections350,

---

349 For example, as early as 1964 in *Raleigh Fitkin-Paul Morgan Memorial Hosp v Anderson* 42 NJ 421, 201, A 2d 537 (per curiam), cert denied, 377 US 985 (1964) the New Jersey SC held that the state interest in the life of the foetus justified the order of blood transfusion for the mother.
courts certainly have come a long way at intruding into the private lives and decisions of PW.

B. Postnatal Sanctions: In addition to direct physical intervention, a PWs conduct may be sought to be regulated indirectly through postnatal sanctions as criminal prosecution and tort liability including the removal of the child from the mother’s custody based on a finding of neglect.  

There have been several cases where incarcerated women were transported to the hospital in shackles and forced to labour and give birth while chained to a hospital bed.  

Though the concept is totally outrageous in the Indian context, it is nonetheless important to take note of because considering the importance of rights that the Indian society is progressively ascribing to; the day is not far when Indian women would also join the league of their European and American sisters and start viewing the foetus as an adversary within their bodies. This is where the seeds of conflict are sown. By characterising the broad problem of health care during pregnancy of women addicts as a narrow conflict between maternal and foetal rights, the current debate has obscured the range of conditions contributing to the problem, such as the lack of available pre-natal care and treatment programs for pregnant addicts.

Also, the matter attains significance in the Indian context because as an advocate of legal personhood for the foetus, I see no

---

350 Re AC 533 A 2d 611 (DC 1987), judgment vacated 539 A 2d 203 (DC 1988), an infamous case of coercive treatment of a PW, the Court of Appeals of District Columbia upheld an order permitting doctors to perform a cesarean section on a PW terminally ill with cancer without her consent based solely on the interests of the foetus.

351 See for instance, Re Baby X 293 NW 2d 736 (1980) as one of the earliest cases of forcible custody of the child.


contradiction in maintaining at the same time that foetal personality and set of rights need not necessarily be viewed in conflict with the rights of the PW. As in case of PW prone to substance abuse, treatment, therapy and persuasion may be a way to ensure that rights of both the entities remain sacrosanct. Punishment and punitive action, though advisable in certain rare cases, need not become the thumb rule.

**Dangers of Coercion and Confinement:** Such incarceration may lead women to forego pregnancy altogether or to abort the unborn, to avoid confinement. Various activists, thinkers and scholars have presented the ill effects of foetal abuse legislations\(^{354}\) in different ways. For instance, it may discourage maternal/foetal bonding says a HLR note.\(^{355}\) This is because the unborn and the PW are placed in an adversarial position. Criminalising foetal abuse also emphasises an instrumentalist view of pregnancy that sees women as ‘foetal containers’\(^{356}\) rather than sentient beings. In the paras that come, it would be discussed how foetal abuse legislations deprive women of control over their own bodies and pregnancies. Laden in the language of rights, which it need not be in practice\(^{357}\), foetal abuse legislation forces women to see their foetuses as things that curtail their legal rights.\(^{358}\)

**Legislative Intervention**

In an attempt to tackle drug abuse by PW, countries like the USA have responded by increasing the *legal* regulation of women’s

\(^{354}\) As explained in the succeeding paras. 
\(^{357}\) In reality, care of unborn by PW is more a matter of morality, sense of responsibility and true appreciation of ones decision to continue with the pregnancy. It is hardly a matter for law to intervene. 
\(^{358}\) See ‘Maternal Rights and Foetal Wrongs: The Case against the Criminalisation of ‘Foetal Abuse’” (March 1988) 101(5) (Notes) Harvard Law Review 994, 1012. Also see text to n 370-378 on how the rights discourse is not a solution.
conduct during pregnancy. This is achieved through arrest and prosecution of women under their general child abuse or narcotics distribution statutes.\textsuperscript{359} Some states in the US have laws that specifically regulate behaviour of PW to a certain extent.\textsuperscript{360} These do not find favour with many segments of the society:

\[\text{These laws are hostile to women. They are designed to punish them and thrust them into perverse conflicts with their own bodies, [and] are light years away from the best solutions. Alcoholism and drug addiction are illnesses. But the foetal protection movement has not been accompanied by any serious effort to provide women with the alcohol and drug treatment that they need or even, for that matter, adequate pre-natal care. That is not part of the agenda.}\textsuperscript{361}

Just as the UK case of Late Angela Carder on forced C-section, one of the earliest attempts at criminal prosecution of a PW for her (mis)conduct during pregnancy involved a charge against Pamela Rae Stewart of California, USA in 1986 for wilfully omitting to

\textsuperscript{359} They are used as a substitute for prosecuting PW’s behaviour since a specific foetal abuse legislation does not exist. ‘No US state has enacted a law which criminalises specific behavior during pregnancy, but, nonetheless, it has been estimated that at least 200 American women have been criminally prosecuted or arrested under existing child abuse statutes for allegedly bringing about harm in-utero through their conduct during pregnancy. Reasons for pressing charges included use of illicit drugs, consumption of alcohol, and failure to comply with a doctor’s order of bed rest or caesarean section. Drug addicts have been accused of ‘supplying drugs to a minor’ through unintentional chemical subjection via the umbilical cord. Others have been charged with assault with a deadly weapon with the ‘deadly weapon’ in question being an illegal drug.

Some states in the US require that medical providers report any infant who is born with a physical dependency, or who tests positive for residual traces of alcohol or drugs, to child welfare authorities--Centre for Reproductive Rights, ‘Punishing Women for Their Behaviour During Pregnancy: An Approach That Undermines Women’s Health and Children’s Interests’ (September 2000).

\textsuperscript{360} For instance, the State of Wisconsin in the US in its Children in Need of Protective Services (CHIPS) Act includes viable foetuses in the definition of child (Wisconsin Statutes & Annotations. [subsection] 48.01-48.998 (West 2006)) which enables the State to detain PW in the name of foetal health.

furnish medical services to her foetus.\textsuperscript{362}

The PW in question had displayed abusive conduct towards the foetus by disregarding her physician’s advice to discontinue amphetamine use during her pregnancy, to abstain from sexual intercourse because her placenta had detached, and to seek immediate medical attention if she began to haemorrhage. The child suffered brain damage and died less than two months after birth.

Though the charges against the woman were dismissed for want of a proper legislation intending to criminalise women’s abusive conduct towards the foetus during pregnancy, the case set the stage for an increased demand across the USA to bring charges against PW for alleged foetal abuse through ingestion of harmful substances.

\textbf{Feminist Angle to the Problem}

The society as well as the law, or rather consequently the law, views PW who use or abuse drugs as evil because they tend to distort a foundational social belief and picture of a self sacrificing good mother. It may be argued that the whole idea of detention, confinement etc and incarceration for the sake of foetal health is patriarchal in nature because it propagates standardization of motherhood. It promotes the utopic notion of a perfect womb as only those who meet the state-prescribed and enforced standard have the privilege of going ahead with the pregnancy without state interference. Viewed thus, such coercive measures in the name of promoting foetal health violate the PW’s right to privacy and bodily integrity. Detention for the benefit of foetal health reduces pregnant women from citizens to ‘foetal containers’\textsuperscript{363}


\textsuperscript{363} GJ Annas, ‘Pregnant Women as Foetal Containers’ (1986) 16(6) The Hastings Center Report 13; Lucinda J. Peach, ‘From Spiritual Descriptions to Legal Prescriptions: Religious Imagery of Woman as ‘Foetal Container’ in the
These restrictions on women’s physical liberty are Talibanistic solutions to the problem of maternal drug and alcohol use or other maternal behaviours that are considered harmful for the foetus. In a free democratic society, PW definitely deserve less coercive means of ensuring foetal and personal health/life. It is suggested that instead of wasting ones energies on punitive tackling of motherhood, the countries would be in a better position to overcome the difficulty by focusing on basic health care and drug treatment, therapy and rehabilitation of pregnant women addicts.

**Less Restrictive Alternatives:** Despite the fact that less restrictive alternatives to detention exist, many States invoke criminal law to address the difficulties that result from maternal drug and alcohol use. While the importance of such measures in proper situations cannot be undermined, it should be accepted that inculcating fear may not be the best way to engender maternal respect for the unborn. Hence the importance of quest for alternatives.

The alternatives are however not highlighted because they require profound infrastructural changes and also a change of attitude towards PW addicts. They should be viewed as addicts with the special condition of pregnancy and not as PW who chose to be addicts later, thus deserving public censure. The National Association for Perinatal Addiction Research and Education, an organisation based in Chicago, USA that works to promote health and well-being of families affected by substance abuse, points out: ‘These women are addicts who become pregnant, not pregnant women who decide to use drugs ...’

---

364 NAPARE (National Association for Perinatal Addiction Research and Education) Policy Statement No 1, ‘Criminalisation of Pre-natal Drug Use: Punitive Measures Will Be Counter-Productive’ (July 1990).
addressed through treatment, not punishment.\textsuperscript{365} The alternatives may include state-provided drug and alcohol rehabilitation for those who are interested, state-supported pre-natal care, and increased state-supported nutrition assistance programs.

These are alternatives that not only do not create negative conceptions of women; they serve the dual purpose of preserving maternal privacy rights and at the same time are conducive to recognising the unborn as a legal person.

In the rarest cases, even if restriction of physical liberty of pregnant women is well-meaning, it is unwise because it deters the pregnant women from receiving pre-natal care. Perhaps the most important suggestions would be to ensure a wider availability of quality pre-natal care at a nominal price or free of cost, without the threat of confinement.

As Lisa Finn suggests,

[M]ore drug and alcohol treatment facilities that specifically treat pregnant women should be established. The fact that vulnerable women are most frequently the ones that find themselves in an adversarial relationship with their caregivers suggests that we ought to look for social factors that create miscommunication and conflict rather than simply casting such women as bad mothers whose foetuses must be protected from their selfish decisions.\textsuperscript{366}

The crux of the matter in the context of foetal rights is that without proper attention paid to the needs of pregnant women, the argued rights of the unborn would remain at loggerheads with that of the PWs, whenever cases of foetal disability/death resulting from substance abuse or treatment refusal by PW come to the fore.


\textsuperscript{366} Lisa Finn, 'It's for (y)our own good: an analysis of the discourses surrounding mandatory, unblinded HIV testing and newborns' (1998) 19(2-3) Journal of Medical Humanities 133–62.
Claims of wrongful death/life, or more properly dissatisfied life\textsuperscript{367} may also see an upward trend.

\textbf{Higher Understanding of the Problem by PW and their Advocates:} While searching for an alternative is wise and desirable, at the same time it has to be accepted by women and activists across the globe that given the location of the foetus inside the womb, ensuring well-being of the foetus would inevitably involve some level of sacrifice by the PW and may also require some degree of interference with her bodily integrity and self-determination. Once it has been decided by a competent woman to carry the foetus to term, it is unfair to display obstinacy and jeopardise that life. The so called freedom of choice in this regard should have an expiry date.\textsuperscript{368}

In the Hohfeldian language of rights, a foetus potentially has a moral claim against its mother for its protection, and its welfare is the legitimate concern of the State.\textsuperscript{369} However, simply stating thus would not solve the problem, as explained in the succeeding paras.

\textbf{Rights Discourse whether ill Equipped to understand or Tackle the Problem:}

The whole problem with the rights discourse is that it creates a hope of possible legal solutions as if law is the panacea of all ills. Thus, in case of PW-foetal relationship, what essentially was a part of maternal responsibility and innate to motherhood\textsuperscript{370} gets reduced to rights and becomes a matter of legal duty rather than a moral responsibility. From the moral-philosophical perspective, it may be viewed as a debasement of the relationship from both sides—the mother refuses to alter her lifestyle of addiction for the sake of the unborn upon which the latter is up in arms against the former with

\textsuperscript{367} Refer to ch 2 for details on WL/WD.
\textsuperscript{368} Text to n 260-262 for more.
\textsuperscript{370} As automatic care for the entity in the womb.
the charge of abuse.

The best way to work out this problem of this conflict is to keep maternal care outside the subject matter of the rights discourse. It is when one characterises the relationship in terms of conflicting rights that the analysis gets distorted and becomes narrow. It obscures the truth of foetal dependence and importance of maternal responsibility towards it.

It is this useless and avoidable conflict that has prevented the development of any effective policy for protection and rehabilitation of PW addicts. At the same time, the much required recognition of foetus as a person also has not been achieved. The truth is that PW-unborn relationship is not a matter of conflict but coexistence and interdependence. ‘By characterising the issue of foetal endangerment as a choice between women’s autonomy and foetal health, the rights framework has led to policies that effectively protect neither.’

In cases of foetal abuse, instead of treating the matter as pertaining to law (where the foetus brandishes its weapon of ‘rights’ displaying to the mother that she ‘must’ abide by its prescription and stop the drug/alcohol intake or else face the wrath of the State in the form of coercive power to punish the breach of duty committed by the mother), the issue should be read as a matter of moral understanding characterised by a display of responsibility on part of the PW rather than as a display of right of self determination, and lifestyle choice.

Finally, the law should persuade assist and educate, not penalise, the PW towards the need of foetal welfare and drawbacks of ingesting harmful substances. Not only does the characterization of maternal substance abuse as criminal projects the relationship PW-unborn relationship as essentially conflictual; since the the

woman ‘doles’ drugs to the foetus, the foetus becomes the victim of the mother’s crime, and any image of the woman as victim, as diseased, disappears.\footnote{Rethinking (M)otherhood: Feminist Theory and State Regulation of Pregnancy’ (April 1990) 103(6) Harvard Law Review 1325, 1342.}

It is worthwhile to note that both the World Health Organization and the American Psychiatric Association classify substance abuse as a disease.\footnote{See United States v Southern Management Corp 955 F 2d 914, 921 (4th Cir 1992).} The American Medical Association explains that ‘addiction is not simply the product of a failure of individual willpower. It is caused by complex hereditary, environmental, and social factors.’\footnote{American Medical Association Board of Trustees Report, ‘Legal Interventions During Pregnancy: Court Ordered Medical Treatment and Legal Penalties for Potentially Harmful Behaviour by Pregnant Women’ (1990) 264 JAMA 2663, 2667.} Substance abuse is difficult to overcome, even for pregnant addicts who are especially motivated to stop.\footnote{Wendy Chavkin, ‘Mandatory Treatment for Drug Use During Pregnancy’ (1991) 266 JAMA 1556, 1559.}

Hence, it may be that the problem of maternal substance abuse does not derive from a woman’s lack of incentive to protect the foetus, but rather from her lack of control over the conditions necessary to ensure foetal health. The woman does not deal drugs; she recognises the harm to the foetus and, despite that harm, cannot control her substance abuse.\footnote{See Massing, ‘The Two William Bennetts’ (1990) New York Review of Books 29 (quoting a pregnant drug user: ‘I knew every time I picked up that drug that I was taking a risk of harming my baby. But the need for that drug was so great.’).}

The harm to the foetus does not make the woman’s addiction more criminal. Rather, it highlights the severity of her disease.\footnote{Rethinking (M)otherhood: Feminist Theory and State Regulation of Pregnancy’ (April 1990) 103(6) Harvard Law Review 1325, 1342.}

Thus, the PW’s conduct may not be to harm the foetus but more a result of force of habit, a habit that inadvertently damages foetal

\footnote{Rethinking (M)otherhood: Feminist Theory and State Regulation of Pregnancy’ (April 1990) 103(6) Harvard Law Review 1325, 1342.}
health. The best way, but not necessarily the only way in which law may legitimately strive to protect the interests of the foetus is with and not against the PW through ways already suggested above.

**Foetal Abuse Laws Tricky to Formulate**

A 1988 HLR note argues that in balancing maternal privacy interest against the state’s interest in protecting the life and health of the foetus, [the Legislature should draw and] courts should only uphold narrowly drawn statutes targeted at specific, egregious conduct. The reason is clear-foetal abuse statutes should be carefully crafted by the legislatures and masterfully applied by the judiciary because they infringe upon a woman’s constitutionally protected right to privacy, which is a serious matter. As Feinberg states,

[B]y allowing state intervention in pregnancy in order to protect the foetus, the foetal abuse statutes wrest from competent pregnant women the power to make decisions that affect their own bodies (which forms the essence of the right to bodily integrity), placing it instead in the hands of the state.

Such laws affect almost all decisions that a PW makes with respect to her own body - decisions regarding eating, drinking, taking medication, or not seeing a doctor - may injure the foetus and thus take on legal significance if foetal abuse is criminalised. Naturally, all these cannot attain the status of criminal acts all of a

378 The author deliberately does not disregard and rubbish the option of punitive and coercive handling of the situation but reserves and suggests it to be used in rare cases, where consultation and therapy fails or the negligence is gross.


sudden. Without going into the details of what all conduct should be penalised and under what circumstances, it would be suffice to state that a meticulously crafted list should be drawn up and yet cases should be decided on the typical facts and situations of each episode.

Also it must be mentioned that a conduct that is patently objectionable and illegal/criminal for all persons, pregnant or not, does not pose a problem being legally regulated. The most difficult case is presented by a statute that seeks to criminalise that conduct which is generally allowed but is disallowed for PW because of its linkage with foetal harm—for example, a statute criminalising alcohol consumption by pregnant women. In such cases, the onus would be on the Legislature to prove that such a ban is necessary to ensure foetal health. It must be remembered that the focus of foetal abuse laws should never degenerate into achieving punitive end. By not exonerating such behaviour, the Law seeks to decrease foetal death through miscarriage; stillbirth and birth defects caused by pre-natal injury or abuse and not punish the PW/mother.

One parameter that can be safely suggested is that penalization of any activity of the PW should be proportionate to the likelihood of harm that the act might result in to the unborn or the born child.

The harm that should be considered worthy of state interference/protection, as mentioned above, can be divided into 3 categories: protection of unborn from the risk of death through (1) miscarriage, (2) stillbirth and (3) birth defects caused by pre-natal injury or abuse triggered by the PW. If these are assured, the

---

382 Though it has been mentioned briefly later.
383 For instance, taking cocaine or illegal drugs.
384 Text to n 291-298 where the opposing view is voiced by many.
385 And thus state intervention.
unborn would come a long way into being recognised as a legal person because these protections virtually ensure the right to life.

**Upper Limit of Errant Behaviour:** As already stated, educating women, ensuring adequate pre-natal care at nominal or free of cost, establishing rehabilitation centres for addicts who are pregnant, are far better approaches to the problem than imposing criminal liability. Since the proposed solutions have a humane angle to them, they tend to foster positive attitudes in women in difficult situations.

Nonetheless, although the state can and should educate women about the effects on foetuses of certain activities during pregnancy, the law should take note of repeated offenders in matters if substance abuse for instance. To err is human and that calls for criminalization of only egregious conduct, but at the same time, to keep on erring is devilish which should not be spared.

Robertson argues that ‘once a woman decides not to have an abortion, she [implicitly] waives the rights that would have allowed her to ‘act in ways that would adversely affect the foetus.’[^387] This argument seems to base itself on the logic that by consciously deciding to carry the pregnancy to term, the PW has deliberately submitted herself to the rigours that the pregnant condition might entail.

**Preface to next chapters:** Chapter 5 and 6 explains foetal status in Criminal Law in UK/USA and India respectively. In most jurisdictions the unborn is protected in criminal laws only to the extent of miscarriage, which also is an offence against the PW and not the foetus. In-fact Criminal Law, generally speaking operates on a very anomalous understanding, as in every other discipline, be it medicine, theology or philosophy a foetus is treated as a life form,

yet legally it cannot ‘die’ or be murdered because it is yet to be born!